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SOUTH TX HIDTA

PRESENTS:

TRAFFIC STOPS, THE LAW AND COURT
When: May 9-10, 2017 9am to 4pm
Where:

Region 20 ESC
1314 Hines Ave
Wilson Room
San Antonio, TX 78208

Cost: There is no cost
Dress: Business casual or uniform
Seating: Class is limited to 50 participants
Course: Traffic Stops, the Law

and Court

This 16 hour course is taught by nationally renowned instructors L.E. “Ted” Wilson, (35
years Harris County Special Prosecutor, author of numerous TDCAA instructional
manuals, prosecuted numerous high profile cases, and is consultant with state lawmakers)
and Mike Bryant(25 year veteran and manager with ATF, veteran polygraphist,
psychology, human behavior, deception detection, false confessions, and elicitation of
investigative and intelligence information necessary to facilitate development of one of
the most innovative and progressive methods of interviewing known. He was recognized
and rewarded for his efforts with receipt of his agency's distinguished service award).
This training program is an interdisciplinary study designed to mirror the actual cognitive
processes of law enforcement professionals during traffic stops. This program will
integrate training on Investigative Interviewing and Advanced Search & Seizure for the
first-line officer with traffic enforcement responsibilities. There is no question that the
effectiveness of any prosecution beginning with a traffic stop depends entirely on the
legality and the quality of the initial police encounter. This training will provide a
complete and thorough understanding of the 4th Amendment and its application to traffic
stops as well as enhancing each officer’s interpersonal communication and interview
skills, including the detection of deception, necessary to maximize the collection of
accurate and critical information at the roadside.

The second day of this class will be Mock Suppression Exercises, (mock court) with the
students provided actual traffic or enforcement scenarios resulting in rulings involving
recent court decisions. The student will be placed on the witness stand and crossed by
veteran prosecutor Ted Wilson.
Please register by pasting the below link in your browser and following prompts:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/7BMHYKG
If you have any questions or concerns please contact the office below.
Shane Bonnette
Training Coordinator
STX HIDTA
210-499-2974
sbonnette@stxhidta.net

